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NATIONAL NEWS
Tech. Tools Target Students' Individual Needs
Miami Herald
By: Charlene Pacenti
October 3, 2011
http://www.edweek.org/dd/articles/2011/10/03/mct_fltech.html
 
Imagine a classroom where every child moves at his own pace. Where lesson plans are customized to every student's individual
strengths and weaknesses. Where a teacher spends less time grading papers and more time interacting one-on-one with
students who are struggling—or who need to move ahead faster.
Where real-time data on student progress makes a once-a-year standardized test obsolete.
The tools to make all that a reality are here. Now.
In an age when we use technology to customize every other form of information delivery—from Netflix to news feeds—experts
around the country believe we're at a tipping point that could transform education.
The Silicon Valley-based Innosight Institute and the Hechinger Institute on Education and the Media hosted a conference last
month at Google headquarters in Mountain View, Calif., to showcase to the media some promising innovations for using
technology in the classroom.
One of many headlines: Filling a school with laptops and Smartboards alone is not the answer. It's knowing how to harness their
power to advance learning that will make a difference.
An ever-growing inventory of educational software and online content—complete with tools that collect detailed information on
how and what a student is learning—can help teachers be more effective; make their jobs more fulfilling; and more deeply
engage students who may already have rich digital lives outside the classroom.
At Santa Rita Elementary School in Los Altos, Calif., sixth-grade math students are working their way through the Khan
Academy's free online math program, using iPads bought by the PTA. Each student is moving at his own pace. On her iPad, the
teacher calls up a dashboard that shows each student's progress in real time. She walks around the room, helping kids who are
stuck on a concept.
Kids also help each other. They can back up and review a concept they didn't quite get, or speed through to the next lesson.
The nonprofit Khan Academy site offers about 180 math modules from "1 + 1" through calculus.
Its founder, Sal Khan, has worked closely with the school's administration to start this pilot program as a supplement to the
curriculum. His online videos, which he started making while tutoring his cousins, are incredibly simple. He explains the material
off the top of his head with no script. Practice exercises go along with each concept, and reviews pop up from time to time to
make sure students are retaining the information.
Most importantly, the system keeps the data on each child that the teacher can use to customize lesson plans and gather kids
who are at the same level for small-group lessons.
Because the "grading" is done instantaneously by the program, the teacher has more time to work on the parts of the curriculum
that are not online (like explaining how the math is applied in real life).



The kids love the program because they get instant feedback on their progress and have a great deal of independence. Teachers
also see the kids collaborating, helping each other through the program. It has made them love math.
Khan said he has gotten funding from Google and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to expand into other content areas.
Meanwhile, some charter schools around the country are using other "blended" or "hybrid" models to serve low-income, minority
students who may also be struggling with English.
The new KIPP Empower Academy in South Central L.A., the Carpe Diem online schools and the Rocketship charter school
network in San Jose are all using technology to close the achievement gap between poor minorities and more affluent
communities. All three say they are doing it for less money than their local traditional schools, using technology and online
resources for some lessons to free up teachers for more individualized instruction.
They are also reporting gains on student test scores.
Julie Young, CEO of the Florida Virtual School, which is the first such school in the United States and still the largest, said in a
recent interview that this blended model is the future.
She and other experts agree that within 10 years, high-school students will take half their classes online—either in a school
computer lab, or wherever they have Internet access on the device of their choice.
The economic crisis has jump-started interest in digital learning around the world, as governments everywhere deal with the
question, "How do we do more with less, and how do we do a better job with our kids?" Young said.
This year, Florida ninth-graders are required to take one course online. And middle-school courses are available, too, at no cost
to parents of kids enrolled in Florida public schools.
At a time when demand for some classes at some schools exceeds the supply, and non-core classes (now exempt from class-
size limits) are packed to overflowing, the availability of quality online courses means no student has to miss out.
Both Miami-Dade and Broward schools offer online classes at some schools, but students can also sign up for Florida Virtual
School classes through their guidance counselors.
As parents, whether our local schools are doing their job comes down to one question: Are my child's individual needs being
met?
Education is not a one-size-fits-all endeavor. And with today's innovations, with more and better tools just around the corner, it
doesn't have to be.
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What if the NFL Played by Teachers' Rules?
Wall Street Journal
By: Fran Tarkenton
October 3, 2011
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204226204576601232986845102.html?mod=WSJ_Opinion_LEADTop

Imagine a league where players who make it through three seasons could never be cut from the roster.

Imagine the National Football League in an alternate reality. Each player's salary is based on how long he's been in the league.
It's about tenure, not talent. The same scale is used for every player, no matter whether he's an All-Pro quarterback or the last
man on the roster. For every year a player's been in this NFL, he gets a bump in pay. The only difference between Tom Brady
and the worst player in the league is a few years of step increases. And if a player makes it through his third season, he can
never be cut from the roster until he chooses to retire, except in the most extreme cases of misconduct.

Let's face the truth about this alternate reality: The on-field product would steadily decline. Why bother playing harder or better
and risk getting hurt?

No matter how much money was poured into the league, it wouldn't get better. In fact, in many ways the disincentive to play
harder or to try to stand out would be even stronger with more money.

Of course, a few wild-eyed reformers might suggest the whole system was broken and needed revamping to reward better
results, but the players union would refuse to budge and then demonize the reform advocates: "They hate football. They hate the
players. They hate the fans." The only thing that might get done would be building bigger, more expensive stadiums and
installing more state-of-the-art technology. But that just wouldn't help.

If you haven't figured it out yet, the NFL in this alternate reality is the real -life American public education system. Teachers'
salaries have no relation to whether teachers are actually good at their job—excellence isn't rewarded, and neither is extra effort.
Pay is almost solely determined by how many years they've been teaching. That's it. After a teacher earns tenure, which is often
essentially automatic, firing him or her becomes almost impossible, no matter how bad the performance might be. And if you
criticize the system, you're demonized for hating teachers and not believing in our nation's children.

Inflation-adjusted spending per student in the United States has nearly tripled since 1970. According to the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, we spend more per student than any nation except Switzerland, with only middling
results to show for it.

Over the past 20 years, we've been told that a big part of the problem is crumbling schools—that with new buildings and
computers in every classroom, everything would improve. But even though spending on facilities and equipment has more than
doubled since 1989 (again adjusted for inflation), we're still not seeing results, and officials assume the answer is that we haven't
spent enough.



These same misguided beliefs are front and center in President Obama's jobs plan, which includes billions for "public school
modernization." The popular definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over, expecting different results. We've been
spending billions of dollars on school modernization for decades, and I suspect we could keep on doing it until the end of the
world, without much in the way of academic results. The only beneficiaries are the teachers unions.

Some reformers, including Bill Gates, are finally catching on that our federally centralized, union-created system provides no
incentive for better performance. If anything, it penalizes those who work hard because they spend time, energy and their own
money to help students, only to get the same check each month as the worst teacher in the district (or an even smaller one, if
that teacher has been there longer). Is it any surprise, then, that so many good teachers burn out or become disenchanted?

Perhaps no other sector of American society so demonstrates the failure of government spending and interference. We've
destroyed individual initiative, individual innovation and personal achievement, and marginalized anyone willing to point it out. As
one of my coaches used to say, "You don't get vast results with half-vast efforts!"

The results we're looking for are students learning, so we need to reward great teachers who show they can make that
happen—and get rid of bad teachers who don't get the job done. It's what we do in every other profession: If you're good, you get
rewarded, and if you're not, then you look for other work. It's fine to look for ways to improve the measuring tools, but don't let the
perfect be the enemy of the good.

Our rigid, top-down, union-dictated system isn't working. If results are the objective, then we need to loosen the reins, giving
teachers the ability to fulfill their responsibilities to students to the best of their abilities, not to the letter of the union contract
and federal standards.

Mr. Tarkenton, an NFL Hall of Fame quarterback with the Minnesota Vikings and the New York Giants from 1961 to 1978, is an
entrepreneur who runs two websites devoted to small business education.
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Imagine a world without local school boards
St. Petersburg Times
By: Ron Matus
October 03, 2011
http://www.tampabay.com/blogs/gradebook/content/imagine-world-without-local-school-boards

It'd be a better place, argues Chester Finn, president of the Fordham Institute, in this essay in "National Affairs." Time and
again, Finn writes, local school boards, influenced by teachers unions, stymy promising reforms:

Whether one looks at the development of academic standards, the imposition of testing-and-accountability regimes, the spread
of school choice in its many variants, or major changes in how teachers are evaluated and compensated, the impetus has
almost never originated with state or local boards of education or the people who work for them. Rather, such initiatives have
come from governors and business leaders, from mayors and national commissions, from private foundations, and even from
the White House.

Putting those bold reforms into practice, however, generally depends on the traditional management structures of public
education. And that is where the momentum slows to a creep. These traditional structures are lethargic, bureaucratic, and set in
their ways; while people within them may have experience managing schools and complying with rules, they seldom have the
capacity to innovate, to make judgments about matters beyond their customary duties, or to stage successful interventions in
failing districts and schools. Moreover, many of these people fiercely oppose the policies they are asked to implement.

(Back to top)

FLORIDA NEWS
Schools take high-tech to next level in classrooms
Orlando Sentinel
By: Walter Pacheco
October 3, 2011
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/business/os-high-tech-gadgets-in-schools-orlando-20111003,0,1447549.story

OCOEE — A 3-D volcano spurting lava leaps from the screen and hovers 5 feet above the ground. The cone splits open,
exposing its magma chamber.

Moments later, a dolphin appears on the screen and darts toward an audience that is wearing 3-D glasses in the dark. The skin
and flesh peel off the fish, showing its skeletal system — bone by spiny bone.

It's not the latest 3-D movie playing at an IMAX theater, but a lesson in eighth-grade science at Ocoee Middle School using a



projector equipped with stereoscopic hardware designed for the classroom.

Central Florida schools are taking technology to a higher level by using 3-D projectors, USB digital microscopes and other
devices to engage and instruct a generation of students accustomed to interactive technology and social media.

"It really catches my attention," said 13-year-old Ocoee student Madeleine Magrino. "We can go into cells and see how they
work much better than with a textbook or a piece of paper."

Ocoee Principal Sharyn Gabriel said the 3-D projectors are getting the job of education done.

"If the technology doesn't provide students instruction, engagement and the ability to produce content, then we don't use it," she
said.

The Mitsubishi XD600U Projector, with Texas Instruments technology, retails for $1,895, and each $100 pair of Xpand 3-D
glasses is sold to schools for $54. However, Xpand donated 100 glasses to the school.

In addition to the 3-D projector, officials at Ocoee Middle have provided students with 120 iPad2s and two dozen iPhone Touch
devices for note-taking, tests and managing their schoolwork over a districtwide virtual network.

Students leave the devices in the classrooms so teachers can share them with other pupils.

A state law passed in May requires that school districts in Florida, already a leader in virtual education, transition to only
"electronic materials" delivered by Kindles, iPads and other similar technology by 2015.

James Chan, vice president of marketing for Mitsubishi Electric Visual Solutions America, said "today's children are no
strangers to modern display technology … to capture their attention and keep them engaged, the educational bar needed to be
raised."

Other Central Florida schools are using similar technology as well.

Mel Pace, director of media and technology for Osceola County schools, said some classrooms will start using SMART 3-D
document cameras that cost $800. Instructors can download 3-D images from the company's website, Google 3D Warehouse or
create their own using Google SketchUp.

Oviedo High School students enrolled in the Bioscience Technology Program at the Seminole County school use highly
complicated machinery reminiscent of a mad scientist's lab: thermal cyclers, micropipettes and vortex machines, among others.

Many of these machines, donated by local partners and purchased through grants, are used in DNA fingerprinting. A DNA-
separating device called a gel-electrophoresis apparatus starts at $500, and the molecular imager is about $20,000.

Principal Robert Lundquist said the machinery is expensive, but its purpose outweighs cost.

"Our goal is to create an environment in which the students are prepared for an advanced degree in bioscience fields," he said.

Officials in Volusia County sidestep high-tech and focus on Edmodo, a free, Web-based social-media program. Students can
take tests, watch videos related to a classroom lecture and receive virtual badges as incentives.

"It's like Facebook but specifically for students and teachers," said Don Boulware, director for technology services for Volusia
County Schools. "Students and administrators can bring their own technology or devices and use them to connect to Edmodo."

Though some research supports using high-tech devices in the classroom, experts caution against too much emphasis on
technology and not enough on old-fashioned teaching.

"We do have to be careful with the 'novelty effect' of some of this technology," said Chad Dorsey, president of Concord
Consortium, a nonprofit research-and-development organization based in Concord, Mass. "You have to ask yourself, 'What does
this technology bring to learning that wouldn't be available otherwise?' "

But Dorsey said visualization is a powerful area for the development of such devices as the 3-D projectors.

"The concept of molecular simulation is hard to lecture or describe to students, but explaining it using a 3-D projector image
really helps those students gain an understanding of a process that spans every living organism."

Deandre Shelton, a 12-year-old Ocoee student, said the 3-D technology definitely appeals to him.

"You look at these images coming off the screen and think, 'Wow, that's cool!' " the seventh-grader said. "But that helps me
remember more than just taking notes and reading a book. It's actually teaching you."
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Most charter applicants fail, but KIPP Jacksonville looks to expand
Florida Times-Union
By: Topher Sanders jacksonville.com Copyright 2011 The Florida Times-Union. All rights reserved. This material may not be
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
October 3, 2011
http://jacksonville.com/news/metro/2011-10-03/story/most-charter-applicants-fail-kipp-jacksonville-looks-expand
Despite its first school earning the lowest FCAT score in Northeast Florida last year, the charter school organization KIPP
Jacksonville is moving forward with plans to open two new schools in the 2012-13 school year.

KIPP Jacksonville’s applications to open the new schools are among 10 charter applications the Duval County School Board will
vote on today.

KIPP is a national network of public college preparatory charter schools that target underprivileged students.

KIPP Impact Middle School, which opened in the 2010-11 school year, is the first and only KIPP school in the state.

Of the 10 applications, only KIPP’s is being recommended by the district’s administration for approval. The other applications
failed to pass enough of the 19 sections of the charter school application to receive a recommendation for approval.

“Budget and financial management are the two sections that applicants we deny almost always fail to pass,” said Susan
Biehler, Duval’s supervisor of charter schools.

The eight schools being recommended for denial all failed the financial management and budget sections of their applications,
Biehler said.

Tom Majdanics, executive director for KIPP Jacksonville, said even if the board approves their applications Tuesday night, his
organization will only move forward with opening the elementary schools if their current school shows improvement by the new
year.

“I and our local board of directors don’t just want to open schools for the sake of opening them,” Majdanics said.

“We’re only going to open them if we believe the conditions are right.”

KIPP Impact Middle earned an F on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test after its first year in operation. The school now
has about 180 students between fifth and sixth grades.

To improve its school grade, instructors are spending more time on literacy during the school’s extended day period and giving
small group instruction to its most struggling students.

The school is going to use a norm-reference test to measure student academic growth in the first half of the school year. The
organization’s board will decided whether to open the new schools after reviewing the data.

“We need to see significant student growth to be fully confident that the changes we made this summer are having a clear,
positive impact,” Majdanics said.

The new schools would open with about 90 to 100 students and would be housed at KIPP Impact’s McDuff Avenue location.

The Renaissance Charter School, Inc., a Florida-based charter network, also looked to expand on the three charter schools it
runs in Jacksonville, but the group’s application for Renaissance Virtual Charter School of Duval is being recommended for
denial.

Duval currently has 18 charter schools.
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Time for a breather in Florida education law, Weatherford says
St. Petersburg Times
By: Jeff Solochek
October 3, 2011
http://www.tampabay.com/blogs/gradebook/content/time-breather-florida-education-law-weatherford-says

Don't kid yourself. It's not like Florida lawmakers will propose no new (or recycled) ideas to change education during the 2012
session.

Leaders have said they expect bills on the 70 percent solution, education savings accounts, maybe even class size again.

"But in comparison to the last two to three years ... it will be much more tame," state Rep. Will Weatherford, the Republican



speaker designate from Wesley Chapel, told the Gradebook.

School districts have their hands full working to implement new rules, such as those of Senate Bill 736, and they need to have
the time to do it right, he said. "We are asking them to do more with less. That's tough, and we should be mindful of that."

Questions have emerged on the implementation, he added, and those must be addressed. He mentioned specifically the notion
that teacher evaluations will be based on student test results from the past three years (2008-09 through 2010-11), as the
Florida Department of Education has set forth.

"We did not specify to the DOE to handle it that way," Weatherford said, adding that he was under the impression that test data
for evaluations would begin with the current year's results, with the full method being in place by 2014.

He expected staff to look into the issue and hoped to have clarifications in time for the session, in case glitch bills are required.
Stay tuned.

(Back to top)

STATE NEWS
UPDATE: Education director: Time for Iowa's good schools to be great
Des Moines Register
By: Sheena Dooly
October 3, 2011
http://www.desmoinesregister.com/article/20111003/NEWS/111003003/1004/NEWS02/UPDATE-Education-director-Time-Iowa-
s-good-schools-great
 
Gov. Terry Branstad this morning unveiled a reform plan that raises the bar for admittance to teacher preparation programs,
replaces a century-old pay system for teachers and makes strides in eliminating social promotion.

Branstad’s 18-page plan, dubbed “One Unshakeable Vision: World-Class Schools for Iowa,” calls for high school students to
pass end of course exams in core subjects and third graders to demonstrate mastery in reading before being allowed to advance
to fourth grade. It also includes plans to develop a new accountability system in which schools will be rated on a scale of
persistently low-achieving to exceptional.

It’s the most systemic and comprehensive overhaul plan to be released by the state, which sets it apart from previous reform
efforts, Branstad said.

Jason Glass, director of the Iowa Department of Education, called the blueprint one of the most aggressive and sweeping reform
plans to be put forth by a state.

“Iowa already has good schools,” Glass said. “It’s time we lean into the effort of this transition from being good to great to
exceptional.”

The plan will require the state to increase the nearly $4 billion it already spends on education, although it lacked cost estimates.
Branstad and Glass said those will come later when a revised plan is presented to lawmakers for the upcoming legislative
session, which will give leaders time to gain public support and input, both said.

Specifics reforms in the plan include:

• Setting the grade-point average at 3.0 for admission into teacher preparation programs and raising the bar for teacher
candidates on an initial screening assessment. Candidates would also have to demonstrate perseverance and leadership.
Teacher preparation programs would have to continue efforts to increase coursework in core content areas for future elementary
teachers and subject-specific coursework for middle and high school teachers.

• Creating apprentice principals who receive coaching and training from more-experienced mentor principals. Apprentice
principals who show strong leadership and success would become career principals.

• Establishing a career ladder for teachers and tying their pay to that ladder. Apprentice teachers would have one to five years of
experience, and become career teachers once they demonstrated their effectiveness to the principal and a peer evaluator. Both
apprentice and career teachers would spend their full day teaching. About 15 to 20 percent of teachers would become mentor
teachers through a competitive selection process. Mentor teachers would spend as much as 80 percent of their day teaching;
the remaining 20 percent would be spent coaching other teachers. Another 5 percent of teachers would become master
teachers, in which they would teach 50 percent of their day and evaluate and coach other teachers for the remainder.

• Allowing teachers to earn additional money by working extended days or years, taking part in teacher-led groups, gaining an
advanced degree, gaining National Board Certification, working in high poverty schools, or filling shortage area positions.



• Designing a rigorous model curriculum by 2013 for core subject areas. Iowa educators would oversee its development.

• Developing new tests that align to the common core standards.

• Requiring a sampling of ninth-graders to take a test every three years that compares them with their peers internationally.
Also, all 11th-graders would have to take a college entrance test.

• Requiring all third-graders take a reading test in March. Those who read poorly would not be promoted to fourth grade. They
would attend a summer reading camp taught by high quality teachers. Once they show they can read they would advance to
fourth grade.

• Establishing an “Innovation Acceleration Fund” that funds evidence-based and innovative solutions districts, schools or
cooperating groups propose to address specific problems. Money would be awarded on a competitive basis and successful
ideas could be adopted on a larger scale.

• Increasing the number of schools and districts using a competency-based education system, where high school students who
show mastery of the content of a course don’t have to earn credit through seat time.

“We don’t want to cherry pick a few things,” Branstad said. “We hope in the end that we can pass a comprehensive education
reform that will make a big difference. It’s something that needs to be sustained over a long period of time. This is not for the
short term or just this session. This is for the future.”

The framework sets a three-year timeline for starting 16 different reforms that include the creation of teacher leadership roles,
updating teacher evaluation systems and increasing innovation in schools. The earliest of the proposals would begin in 2012. All
would be fully in place by 2022, according to the plan.

Branstad and Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds will hold town hall meetings beginning Thursday to get feedback on the blueprint. They will
also meet with various stakeholders in the coming months before sending a revised version to lawmakers in January. If adopted,
the reforms would roll out over the next several years, said Linda Fandel, Branstad’s special assistant for education.

Lawmakers have said there is a momentum for change, but both parties will have to make concessions for the proposals to
move forward.

Branstad made restoring Iowa’s No. 1 standing in education his top priority this year when he took office He has since traveled
the state to meet with residents and educators to garner input. Education experts gathered in Des Moines in July for an
education summit meant to make the case for a state overhaul.

Iowa has slipped in recent years from topping the nation in education, as other states that were quicker to adopt reforms lapped
it. In 2009, 13 states scored significantly higher than Iowa in fourth-grade reading, while 15 outperformed it in eighth-grade math.

Iowa also leads the nation in its achievement gap between students with disabilities and their peers and enrolls the fourth-lowest
percentage of students in the nation in algebra I or other higher-level math courses, according to state figures.

Some school districts have already adopted reforms in recent years and district leaders said the blueprint reaffirms their efforts.

“It’s time for a new educational system,” said John Carver, superintendent of the Van Meter school district. “Everything the
governor has talked about today just affirms the direction we’re going in our school district and, not only in our school districts,
but there are 104 other school districts in Iowa that are embracing a one-to-one technology for instruction.”

Branstad’s plan recognizes the need to partner with parents in raising student achievement and calls for the creation of a
statewide parent and community engagement network. High-needs schools would have a paid teacher-leader to serve as a
parent liaison and strengthen connections between the school and parents.

That’s something that will be critical in the state’s success, said Shane Schulte, a Des Moines parent.
“It has been proven beyond a doubt that strategies that bring parents to the schools to help the teachers and the kids with their
education are going to lead to better performance,” Schulte said. “And that absolutely needs to be a part of the state’s strategy.”

(Back to top)

Demand for Nebraska online learning could grow
Associated Press
By: Staff
October 4, 2011
http://www.edweek.org/dd/articles/2011/10/03/459592needucationhearing_ap.html
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Demand for online distance-learning classes in Nebraska could grow beyond what officials anticipate as
more schools turn to technology to help students, a state education official said Monday.
Brian Halstead of the Nebraska Department of Education testified Monday that a distance-learning incentive program launched in



2006 has worked well. Halstead told the Legislature's Education Committee that the program will require continued partnership
among educational service units, school districts, teachers and higher education officials.
Several distance-learning experts told the Legislature's Education Committee that the program has especially helped high-
achieving students and those who struggle in a traditional learning environment. Officials say small, rural districts have turned to
distance learning as well when they lack the resources.
"You've gone from virtually no course-sharing to what you've got now," Halstead said. "And what you're learning is the demand
may be greater in the next five years than what is anticipated."
Halstead pointed to two aspects of Nebraska's program that he said have helped it succeed: quality-control and accreditation
requirements, and the use of certified teachers.
Lawmakers approved a bill in 2005 that was designed to create a task force to look at the technology needs of schools to
provide distant education.
University of Nebraska President J.B. Milliken said the distance learning programs have given students from rural and small
school districts more opportunities to take advanced placement courses that might not otherwise be available.
The University of Nebraska Lincoln's Independent Study High School at one point offered 50 free courses, with a focus on
schools that lacked the resources to offer AP courses and schools in which students were traditionally underrepresented in
participating. Milliken said officials received 74 applications, including some schools with only one student who wanted to enroll.
"This is critically important piece in how, in 2011, Nebraska provides educational opportunities across the state," he said.
The independent study high school has offered 2,800 rural and urban enrollments in the last two years, said Director Barbara
Shousha. The nonprofit school also serves students in more than 150 Nebraska school districts, all 50 states and more than
100 countries. The faculty is comprised of Nebraska public school teachers scattered throughout the state.
Shousha said the high school includes a combination of full-time teachers with the distance-learning program, and those who
work part-time while instructing at a brick-and-mortar public school.
Gordon Roethemeyer, executive director for education assertion coordinating council, said Nebraska is "a leader among states"
in its use of interactive video conferencing for distance learning. Last year, he said, the state exchanged over 419 two-way
interactive distance-learning classes.
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Growing use of simplified test inflates some California schools' scores
By: Phillip Reese and Melody Gutierrez
October 2, 2011
http://www.sacbee.com/2011/10/02/3953652/growing-use-of-simplified-test.html

Threatened for the last decade with bad publicity and sanctions following poor test results, school districts have been known to
grab at loopholes in state testing policy and rip them wide open.

Critics say that's happening again with a new test for special education students called the California Modified Assessment.

Introduced in 2007, the CMA is a simpler version of the state's regular STAR student achievement test. It's tailored to special
education students in grades three through 11 whom teachers and parents deem to have no chance at passing the regular test.

The federal government issued guidelines to the state saying the new test should be given to no more than 2 percent of students
in those grades – about 100,000 children.

Four years later, almost 200,000 students are taking the test – a number that will likely grow as the CMA gains momentum.

The trend has consequences beyond special education.

CMA scores are tallied separately from scores on the regular test, the STAR California Standards Test. By removing failing
students from the pool of kids taking the regular test, districts end up with a greater proportion of high-scoring students.

The CMA has inflated gains on the regular STAR test by about 25 percent statewide since 2007, according to a Bee analysis.

"It's the old business of if you want your test scores to go up, don't test the lower-scoring students," said Doug McRae, a retired
testing consultant and Monterey resident who helped the state design the STAR test.

McRae has gone public with his objections to the CMA, recently telling the State Board of Education – his former employer –
that districts are abusing it. He said the CMA has some value but many students should instead take the regular STAR test.

"This is an easier test," he said of the CMA. "If we don't push these kids as far as they can be pushed, they might not be
functional in society."

Many special education advocates and school leaders disagree, saying the CMA gives students who fail the regular test a
chance to do better.

The new test also lets schools better measure student progress, they say. Arbitrarily capping the number of students who can
take the test demoralizes teachers and their students.



"At the end of the day, I think (special education students) feel a bit more successful with this," said Kristin Wright, who has a
special needs child and chairs the state board's special education advisory committee. "It's like a sigh of relief for the kids that it
is not overwhelming."

To qualify as a special education student in California, a student must be identified as having a physical disability such as
deafness or autism, a learning disability such as dyslexia, or a serious emotional or behavioral problem. The number of special
education students statewide has held steady for several years.

Generally, only special education students who performed at the "below basic" or "far below basic" proficiency levels on the
previous year's regular STAR test are eligible to take the CMA. It covers the same concepts as the regular test. But it's different:
Reading blurbs are shorter; fewer options are given on multiple-choice questions; pictures are used more often.

No Child Left Behind link
The argument over how to administer and count the new test is central to California's relationship with No Child Left Behind, the
decade-old federal initiative that assesses school performance through testing and holds schools accountable for the results.

The primary tenet of No Child Left Behind is that all students will become proficient in math and English skills. The CMA is an
acknowledgment that such a lofty goal may be unrealistic – some kids just can't pass the same test as everyone else.

The federal government allows states to give 1 percent of their students – the most disabled – a different test. In 2005, the feds
also gave states permission to create additional tests like the CMA, for special education students whose disabilities are
considered less severe.

But federal officials strongly recommended states offer it to no more than 2 percent of students. Otherwise, the argument went,
districts might not strive to help every student reach his or her potential. To give that idea teeth, they said only scores from 2
percent of students taking an alternative test could count toward federal benchmarks.

When California approved the CMA four years ago, state education leaders endorsed that 2 percent figure, which equals about
20 percent of special education students. Then-Superintendent of Public Instruction Jack O'Connell said the new test would
"provide California with important flexibility to measure the academic achievement of 20 percent of students with disabilities."

But the state didn't specifically mandate how many kids could take the CMA. And it decided not to place a cap on the number
of good scores on the modified test that could be counted toward state standards, which are different from federal benchmarks.

Four years later, school districts statewide are administering the test to 40 percent of special education students – twice the
federal recommended rate.

Dozens of school districts, including Sacramento City Unified, are giving students the test at almost three times the expected
rate.

As a result, some districts have posted gains on the regular STAR test that really don't exist.

Sacramento City Unified, for instance, moved about 300 seventh-grade students to the new test during the past four years. With
the shifts, the district's seventh-graders reported a five-percentage-point increase in English proficiency on the regular STAR
test. Without the shifts, the increase would have been nil.

The new test has also inflated many schools' Academic Performance Index scores – a composite number generated from test
results that lets parents compare one school against another, McRae said. The state treats the CMA the same as the regular
test when computing the API.

About 40 percent of statewide API improvements since 2007 are the direct result of switching students to the new test,
according to McRae's calculations.

School leaders disagree
School leaders don't argue with McRae's math, but they do question the assumptions behind it. Before the new test for special
education students was introduced, they say, parents got a false picture of how their schools were performing: The old test
scores were wrong, so why make comparisons to them?

"I believe in testing and using the data, but at the heart of it are children," said Mary Shelton, chief accountability officer at
Sacramento City Unified. "It's not to inflate scores. It's to allow them some success if they are capable of it."

Several school officials argued that shifting special education students to the CMA has nothing to do with inflating test scores
and everything to do with the impractical, one-size-fits-all approach of No Child Left Behind.

The federal program has recently come under attack from multiple quarters as more schools fail to meet its ever-rising
standards. Legislators and federal officials are discussing modifications to the program.

At Center Joint Unified in north Sacramento County, half of the special education students take the CMA. At one school, Spinelli
Elementary, roughly one of every six students in the entire student body takes it.



Before, these students would score "far below basic" on the regular STAR test, year after year, even if, in reality, they learned
much and grew significantly, said Center Joint Superintendent Scott Loehr.

With the CMA, by contrast, "We're better able to get a true picture of how they're doing," Loehr said.

In the Sacramento City Unified district, repeated failure on the regular test was beating down many special education students,
said Gabe Ross, the district's spokesperson.

"Is it more accurate to give students who have special needs a test that we know they will not be proficient in?" he asked. "How
does that give you an accurate picture of student learning?"

School comparison tough
Because districts give varying proportions of students the modified test, it makes it hard to compare one school to another – a
key goal of No Child Left Behind.

Schools that give most of their special education students the modified test could artificially appear to be doing a better job than
schools that give the test to fewer, much like a school where only honors students take the SAT will, at a glance, look better
than a school where all take the test.

In a speech earlier this year, U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan said tests like the CMA were regularly abused, and he
vowed to "move away" from them. "We will not issue another policy that allows districts to disguise the educational performance
of 2 percent of students," he said.

As for the hundreds of California school districts giving modified tests to more than 2 percent of students, federal guidelines are
clear: A district "that assesses significantly more than 2 percent of its students with an alternate assessment … should prompt
a review by the state."

No such reviews are forthcoming. When asked whether the state looks at the policies of districts giving the modified test to a
large number of students, Rachel Perry, assessment and accountability director for the state Department of Education, said,
"There is no restriction on the number of students who can take the CMA."

That number is likely to grow because the CMA is still in the final stages of its rollout. Many high schools, in particular, haven't
had time to move students to the new test.

If it won't restrict the number of students who can take the modified test, the state should treat its scores much differently when
calculating a school's academic performance, said McRae, the testing specialist. Otherwise, he said, districts like Sacramento
City "are playing games … to float scores upward."

After McRae brought his concerns to the state Board of Education last month, the board asked staff at the California Department
of Education and its special education advisory committee to look into the issue at an upcoming meeting.

Yvonne Chan, a state board member, told McRae that she is more interested in giving school districts the flexibility to assess
special education students as they see fit than in imposing arbitrary limits.

"Some schools may have more; some schools may have less," Chan said at the meeting, referring to special education
students who can benefit from the test. "This is not something where we can say, 'Sorry, you are over the limit.' "
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